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Is Inflation in LatAm Slowing as in the Rest of the World? May 7, 2015 

 LatAm inflation has accelerated since 1Q13, decoupling from the clear 
disinflationary trend seen in the rest of the world.   

 Despite below-trend growth, core CPIs are rising due to a combination of 
tight labor markets, indexation, and hikes in regulated prices, as well as 
some pass-through and second-round effects due to supply shocks. 

 LatAm-5 CPIs to spike from 5.0% in 2014 to 5.6% in 2015E, but return to 
4.6% in 2016E as supply shocks and hikes in regulated prices are absorbed. 
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Inflation dynamics in LatAm are diverging from the global disinflationary trend despite 

falling commodity prices and regional activity slack. By looking at average inflation in 

the five inflation-targeting (ITs) regimes in LatAm, the pace of price increases has been 

on a steady upward trend since 1Q13, clearly differentiating the region from other EM 

countries in Asia or Eastern Europe, not to mention in contrast to the steep loss of 

momentum seen in developed markets’ CPI. As of March 2015, median inflation in 

LatAm ITs hovered around 4% y/y (even after removing Brazil from the average, median 

inflation in ITs has been close to 3% y/y), while in EMEA and developed countries it was 

close to 0%. Inflation has a persistent component in LatAm as there are many indexation 

mechanisms that prevent it from decelerating further, as was the case in other regions of 

the world. For instance, median inflation in LatAm did not decelerate below 2% even in 

the aftermath of the global crisis, when most of the economies were in recession, and 

other regions saw more flexibility in the CPI to adjust downward. 

We analyze three main themes related to inflation dynamics for the region as a whole but 

also for each country individually (for more details please see the country sections of this 

report): (1) how demand-side pressures on inflation are evolving, especially compared to 

the output gap and labor markets; (2) how supply shocks are affecting volatile 

components such as energy and food; and (3) whether there is evidence of pass-through 

from recent currency depreciation to domestic consumer prices.  

As of 4Q14, Brazil and Peru had activity slack that was translating into a negative output 

gap of 2%, while the difference between GDP growth and potential was -1% in Chile. 

However, the latest activity figures are suggesting an activity rebound in the latter with a 

consequent reduction in the negative output gap in the coming months. Colombia’s 

growth is close to edging below potential, while Mexico’s growth has hovered close to 

potential. However, we expect the two countries to grow below potential in 2015. 
 

LatAm Inflation Is Diverging from Global Trend

Notes: Median inflation by region. Countries within the regions: LatAm IT: Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, 
and Peru; EMEA: Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Israel, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Russia, 
Slovakia, Slovenia, and South Africa; Asia: China, India, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, South Korea and 
Thailand; Developed: Australia, Canada, Eurozone, Japan, New Zealand, U.K., and U.S.; EM groups the 
countries in LatAm IT, EMEA and Asia. Sources: Bloomberg and Santander. 
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In this regard, the region is not escaping the global trend of a deceleration in 

economic growth. Nevertheless, among the IT regimes, the only country showing 

signs that its core CPI is losing momentum is Mexico. Chile’s core has showed only 

tentative signs of slowing, with the last print in March being slightly lower than 

February, but only after a relentless rise since mid-2013. Some of the reasons 

explaining stubbornly high or even rising core CPI measures are: (1) tight labor 

markets, mainly in Brazil, Chile, and Colombia, even after a deceleration in activity; 

(2) some indexation in prices and salaries, mainly in Brazil and Chile, as well as some 

non-tradeables and services that are regulated; (3) rising regulated prices, mainly due 

to an unwinding of subsidies in Brazil and to some extent due to electricity, gasoline, 

and other regulated prices in Chile, Colombia, and Mexico (we believe something 

similar is likely to happen in Argentina at some point after the October elections);  

(4) potential incipient second-round effects after moves in relative prices due to 

supply shocks; and (5) some pass-through after large moves in the FX.    

LatAm Core CPIs Facing Upward Pressure, Except in Mexico  

   
Sources: Haver Analytics and Santander. 

Annual variations in international energy and agricultural indices, even when adjusted 

by local currencies, have shown a sharp deceleration since mid-2014, suggesting to us 

that there may be some disinflationary pressure in the pipeline for domestic prices. In 

other words, the strong disinflation in international agricultural and energy prices seen 

over the last year has not completely fed into domestic prices, in part because there 

have been some supply shocks, but also because historically there has been a lag 

between international and domestic prices (the chart below shows a five-month lag). 

Food and Energy Prices Point to Disinflation in the Pipeline  

   
LACI is the synthetic LAtAm FX calculated by JP Morgan. Sources: Bloomberg and Santander. 

The first interesting feature related to supply shocks is how fast energy prices have 

slowed since 2014 in many countries, except Brazil, where subsidies are being 

unwound to take advantage of lower oil prices and as a strategy to consolidate fiscal 

accounts. A second feature is how, in sharp contrast to energy, food prices in LatAm 

IT regimes have been clearly accelerating since early 2014, despite sharp declines in 

international agricultural and energy prices (even when adjusted by local currencies).  

  

  
 

Below-Trend Growth in LatAm 

 
Notes: Output gap computed using the HP filter. 
Sources: National Bureaus of Statistics and 
Santander. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Most Energy CPIs Have Slowed  

(annual variations, y/y) 

 *For Brazil we use fuels for personal use. **For 
Colombia we use fuels  

Sources: Haver and Santander. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Most Food CPIs Have Accelerated 

(annual variations, y/y) 

 
Sources: Haver and Santander. 
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The reasons behind higher food prices are largely related, in our view, to adverse 

weather conditions such as “El Niño” affecting Colombia and Peru and the drought 

hitting some parts of Brazil and Uruguay, as well as other supply shocks affecting the 

region. Weaker currencies may also affect the cost of imports, such as fertilizers and 

other inputs.     

But returning to our discussion of activity and domestic demand-side inflationary 

pressures, we wonder whether below-potential growth is affecting inflation and FX 

pass-through. Negative output gaps should provide some relief to Central Banks, in 

our opinion, as they minimize the potential contamination from currency depreciation 

to domestic prices. The more robust set of macroprudential policies implemented 

across the region over the last decade (reduction in dollar deposits and much less debt 

indexed to foreign currency, just to name a few) have played a part in reducing the 

intensity of FX pass-through to inflation. Increased credibility of Central Banks and 

their inflation-targeting regimes may also have played a role in reducing the pass-

through ratio. LatAm Central Bank (CB) communications—whether via monetary 

policy meeting minutes, public speeches, or inflation reports—have been quite dovish 

about pass-through concerns, mostly by clarifying how the ratio appears to have 

diminished recently. However, CBs remain cautious, pinpointing that currency 

depreciations (given their large dimensions) may still exert some upward pressure on 

inflation.  

We conducted a pass-through exercise with different specifications across all LatAm 

IT regimes, but did not find a strong and consistent pattern across countries. In any 

case, we believe that currency moves have a non-negligible effect on expectations and 

prices. Our local macro teams have made a good effort to make country-specific pass-

through estimates (with some discussed in the country sections later in this report) 

that suggest a wide range across IT regimes in the region, from between zero and 2% 

in Colombia and Mexico, ranging between 5% and 10% in Brazil and Peru, and in a 

substantially higher 15-20% range in Chile. 

By inspecting CPI diffusion indices (percentage of the total of products in the CPI 

basket that have shown price increases), we can see that the increase in prices became 

more widespread in Brazil, Chile, Colombia, and Mexico starting in 4Q14, with the 

case of Colombia being the most striking. The diffusion index in Colombia jumped 

from 59% in October 2014 to 88% in February 2015 before slowing to 78% in March. 

Amid this widespread inflation and a current account deficit that is the widest since 

the Russian crisis in 1998, we are not surprised to see the Central Bank in Colombia 

being reluctant to cut rates despite activity indicators showing signs of deceleration. 

In the case of Chile, inflation surprises were a common factor in the first months of 

the year, and we are not surprised to see the Central Bank turning more hawkish on 

inflation due to pressure from non-tradeables prices and a diffusion index rising from 

49% in the last month of 2014 to 65% in March. The story of Brazil is a more 

idiosyncratic one, as increases in regulated prices, which are an integral part of the 

fiscal adjustment plan, are generating widespread upward pressure on prices across 

the economy. This upward pressure has gained momentum even in the face of an 

expected activity contraction close to 1.5% for 2015E, and an unemployment rate set 

climb to 7.5% by the end of this year, according to our estimates. 

We expect CPI inflation to move modestly lower for the LatAm-7 group that we 

cover from 7.4% in 2014 to 6.9% in 2015 and down further to 6.5% in 2016. The 

move lower in 2015 for our full LatAm universe is mainly due to expected 

disinflation in Argentina after a sharp spike in 2014. However, if we take the smaller 

group of IT regimes included in the LatAm-5 group, we expect CPI inflation to spike 

from 5.0% in 2014 to 5.6% in 2015, mainly due to Brazil and Colombia. However, 

we expect the CPI in LatAm-5 to lose some momentum, falling toward 4.6% in 2016 

as most economies manage to absorb supply shocks and hikes in regulated prices.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Higher Non-Tradeables Than 
Tradeables (y/y) 

Sources: National Statistics Agencies and 
Santander. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diffusion CPI Suggest Increasingly 
Broad-Based Acceleration in LatAm 
CPIs 

  

Sources: National Statistics Agencies and 
Santander. 
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KEY MACRO INDICATORS  
GDP growth 2013 2014 1Q15 2Q15 3Q15 4Q15 2015F 2016F Last Review ‘15 Nom GDP ’15 

Argentina 2.9 0.5 -2.8 -1.9 -1.4 0.1 -1.5 4.0 Down    560  

Brazil 2.7 0.1 -1.5 -1.6 -1.5 -1.4 -1.5 0.5 Down 1738.7 

Chile 4.1 1.9 2.5 2.3 3.2 3.2 2.8 3.6 Up 251.0 

Colombia 4.7 4.6 3.0 3.8 4.0 4.0 3.7 3.5 Down    440  

Mexico 1.4 2.1 3.1 3.4 3.6 3.8 3.5 4.2 Down  1,239  

Peru 5.8 2.4 3.8 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 Down  203.5  

Uruguay 5.1 3.5 4.5 1.6 2.0 2.1 2.5 2.2 Down 55.6 

LatAm-7 2.8 1.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.3 0.9 2.6    4,488  

In %. Year-on-year basis. Nominal GDP in US$ billions. Sources: National central banks, finance ministries, and Santander. 
 

GDP Priv Cons Pub Cons Investment Exports Imports Ind Output Retail Sales 

Components ‘14 ‘15 ‘16 ‘14 ‘15 ‘16 ‘14 ‘15 ‘16 ‘14 ‘15 ‘16 ‘14 ‘15 ‘16 ‘14 ‘15 ‘16 ‘14 ‘15 ‘16 

Argentina -0.5 -2.3 2.5 2.8 0.8 2.0 -5.6 -2.2 12.3 -8.1 -2.8 6.0 -12.6 -5.0 7.0 -2.5 -1.6 4.9 -1.8 -0.9 2.7 

Brazil 0.9 -1.0 0.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 -4.4 -5.0 1.0 -1.1 1.9 2.5 -1.0 0.5 1.5 -3.2 -4.0 1.0 2.2 -1.0 -0.5 

Chile 2.2 2.2 3.5 4.4 5.5 4.2 -6.1 1.9 3.7 0.7 4.6 4.2 -7.0 3.2 4.2 -0.8 0.9 3.0 2.5 2.5 3.5 

Colombia 4.4 3.0 4.0 6.2 2.2 2.6 11.7 7.2 8.8 -1.7 2.7 3.9 9.2 3.8 4.3 1.4 1.0 3.0 8.4 3.0 4.0 

Mexico 2.0 3.5 3.8 2.5 2.5 2.2 2.3 3.8 7.5 7.3 6.7 7.5 5.7 6.8 7.6 1.9 3.2 5.0 2.7 3.2 3.5 

Peru 4.1 4.1 5.0 6.4 1.6 1.6 -7.5 2.6 3.7 -4.5 3.5 3.5 -5.6 1.2 0.7 na na na na na na 

Uruguay 4.2 2.8 2.0 2.5 1.8 1.7 -1.2 -3.6 1.4 1.9 3.0 2.5 0.5 -0.5 1.5 5.5 6.5 2.5 0.6 1.0 1.5 

LatAm-7 1.6 0.9 2.4 2.8 1.4 1.4 -1.3 -0.3 5.2 0.3 3.0 4.6 -0.1 2.1 4.3 -0.9 
-

0.6 2.9 2.3 0.8 1.7 

Annual changes in %. na: Not available. Sources: National central banks, finance ministries, and Santander. 

 

Inflation Headline CPI (y/y) Core measure 

 2013* 2014* Mar-15 Apr-15 May-15 2015* 2016* 2014E 2015F 2016F 

Argentina 10.5 24.0 16.5 16.0 15.8 16.2 19.6 23.8 17.0 18.2 

Brazil 5.9 6.4 8.1 8.3 8.3 8.5 6.5 6.5 7.0 6.5 

Chile 2.9 4.8 4.2 3.9 3.8 3.1 3.0 4.3 3.6 3.0 

Colombia 2.0 3.3 4.6 4.3 4.0 4.0 2.8 2.8 3.5 3.1 

Mexico 3.6 4.1 3.1 3.1 3.0 3.0 3.4 3.2 2.8 3.2 

Peru 2.9 3.2 3.0 2.8 2.6 2.7 2.0 2.7 2.5 2.0 

Uruguay 8.5 8.3 7.6 8.2 8.3 8.6 8.2 10.3 8.8 8.5 

LatAm-7 5.2 7.4 6.7 6.7 6.8 6.9 6.5 7.2 6.4 6.3 

*Year-end levels, y/y. Core measure as per national definitions. Santander estimates starting November 2014. Sources: National central banks, finance ministries, and 
Santander. 
 
 

Macro Miscellanea  ARG BRZ CHI COL MEX PER URU 

Fiscal balance % of GDP 2014 -2.7 -6.7 -1.6 -2.3 -3.2 0.2 -3.3 

  2015F -4.8 -5.9 -2.2 -2.0 -2.8 -2.0 -3.0 

  2016F -3.4 -3.8 -1.8 -1.9 -2.8 -1.0 -3.0 

Public debt    % of GDP 2014 18.0 36.7 7.6 30.1 39.8 19.7 42.6 

(net terms in Arg, Brz, Chi)  2015F 21.0 37.6 8.0 29.9 41.0 18.9 47.1 

  2016F 26.0 38.0 8.7 30.0 42.5 18.2 49.5 

Current account % of GDP 2014 -0.9 -4.2 -1.2 -3.4 -2.1 -5.5 -4.6 

  2015F -1.2 -3.7 -1.0 -5.5 -2.4 -4.5 -3.6 

  2016F -2.0 -3.3 -0.9 -5.0 -2.3 -3.5 -3.5 

Trade balance US$ bn 2014 6.7 -3.9 7.8 2.1 -2.4 -3.9 -0.9 

  2015F 4.5 5.0 8.3 -8.0 -5.1 -2.0 -0.3 

  2016F 2.7 14.0 8.0 -6.0 -6.9 2.0 -0.1 

External debt % of GDP 2014 25.9 16.0 56.2 22.0 18.8 31.2 42.1 

  2015F 27.7 20.0 60.0 20.0 20.2 31.5 43.2 

  2016F 38.9 22.0 58.2 20.0 20.5 31.3 44.3 

Unemployment % of workforce 2014 6.9 4.8 6.4 9.1 4.8 5.9 6.6 

  2015F 8.3 6.8 6.8 8.5 4.2 6.5 7.1 

  2016F 6.9 8.0 7.2 8.0 4.1 6.3 7.7 

Source: Santander. 
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MONETARY POLICY MONITOR 
 

 
 

Central bank reference interest rates. Levels in %, monthly changes in bps. NM: No meeting scheduled that month. *This month’s meeting has already 
taken place. Sources: Central banks and Santander. 

 Easing cycle: We see Peru as the only Central Bank potentially easing policy in the first half of this year (one 
more 25-bp rate cut in May), due to its exposure to the mining sector and China’s ongoing deceleration.  

 Neutral stance: We expect Colombia’s Central Bank to remain on hold until 1Q16 after a tightening cycle that 
has helped keep inflation expectations anchored. We do not expect the Central Bank to react to a slowdown in 
activity in the short term, in part due to its high sensitivity to episodes of inflation exceeding the target. 

 Although we believe Chile is likely to make two more 25-bp cuts this year, in 2H15, it may have to reverse 
course and start a moderate tightening cycle in 2H16.  

 Tightening cycle: We expect Brazil to finish its tightening cycle in 2Q15, as very weak growth, improving 
inflation expectations, and anchored fiscal policy should help it switch gears to an easing cycle in 3Q15. 

 We expect the other major Central Bank, Banco de Mexico, to initiate a tightening policy in 4Q15, with a 50-bp 
hike, pushing the terminal rate to 3.5% by the end of this year. We expect this tightening cycle to be much 
more in-line with the Fed normalization process compared with other LatAm economies.  

FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATES  

 BRL MXN CLP COP ARS PEN UYU 

Mar-15 3.21 15.26 620.00 2,600  8.82 3.09 25.26 

Jun-15 3.21 15.40 625.00 2,550  9.10 3.11 26.50 

Sep-15 3.20 14.70 630.00 2,575  9.40 3.12 27.20 

Dec-15 3.20 14.30 635.00 2,600  12.00 3.15 27.60 

Mar-16 3.30 14.52 630.00 2,650  12.43 3.12 28.42 

Jun-16 3.40 14.80 625.00 2,600  12.87 3.15 29.27 

Sep-16 3.50 14.70 620.00 2,650  13.33 3.17 30.15 

Dec-16 3.60 14.60 615.00 2,700  13.80 3.20 31.05 

End-of-period levels. Source: Bloomberg and Santander. 

 Despite the recent reversal in USD gains against G10 currencies (DXY index), we have increased our 
depreciation forecasts for BRL, CLP, and UYU, in part due to idiosyncratic factors.  

 We still believe the MXN should outperform other LatAm currencies, with an expected moderate appreciation 
toward 14.30 at year-end 2015 and then a reversal to 14.60 by the end of 2016. 

 We remain quite bearish on the COP, and we expect to see it at 2,600 by December of 2015 and 2,700 by the 
end of next year based on slower growth and a widening current account deficit. 

 Our long-held bearish view on the BRL is materializing, as it is now moving toward our year-end target of 
3.20/USD. In our view, gradual pressure on the BRL is the only available short-term antidote to help alleviate 
the economy’s loss of competitiveness. 

May-15 Jun-15 Jul-15 Aug-15 Sep-15 Dec-15 Jun-16 Dec-16

Brazil 13.25 13.25 13.50 13.50 13.50 13.25 12.25 10.25 10.00

NM 25 0 NM -25 -100 -200 -25

Chile* 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.50 3.50

0 0 0 0 0 0 50 0

Colombia* 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.25 4.25

0 0 0 0 0 0 -25 0

Mexico 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50

NM 0 0 NM 0 50 50 50

Peru* 3.25 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.50 3.50

 -25 0 0 0 0 0 50 0

Current
Periods ended in



ARGENTINA  
INFLATION WANING FOR NOW; MAJOR CHALLENGE AHEAD 

 After increasing significantly following the Argentine peso 
devaluation, inflation has retrenched due to a stable exchange rate, 
monetary tightening in 2014, and muted economic activity. 

 However, we believe this will constitute one of the most pressing 
concerns for the next administration, given the need to tackle 
misaligned utility rates and real exchange rate strengthening.  

 According to the latest polls, the presidential race seems to be 
polarized between Scioli (who is close to the current government) 
and Macri (the most unambiguous opposition candidate). 
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Casting Anchor 

 
ARS/USD exchange rate annual increase. 
Sources: Bloomberg and Santander. 

 

 

 

Stronger Sterilization Effort in 2014 

 
Central Bank paper (Lebac) issuance as 
percentage of GDP. Sources: Central Bank, 
INDEC, and Santander. 

 
 

Weak Activity Plays Its Part 

 
General Activity Index (IGA) annual growth. 
Sources: OJF and Santander. 

 

Coming down after the post-devaluation spike 

As market participants do not expect anything material to be done to address the 

established inflationary situation during the remainder of the current administration, 

we believe this issue will probably constitute one of the most difficult concerns to be 

addressed by the next government. 

Local inflation has been running consistently higher than the observed level seen in 

most other LatAm countries. While the annual inflation rate during the last few 

months in the most prominent inflation-targeting regimes across the region was lower 

than 5%, Argentina’s official print (average) has stood at 19.8% since last December 

(when the annual measures for the new national CPI were instituted).  

Pressures on prices began mounting during 2006, when signs of an increasingly 

overheated economy started being more apparent. At that time, price agreements were 

imposed as a way to contain the pressures, but their effectiveness lasted only for a 

few months. The government’s resolve to maintain the demand-side stimulus to 

economic growth subsequently caused the inflation outlook to deteriorate. The 

devaluation observed in January 2014 rapidly fed into tradeable goods prices. The 

new nationwide official CPI launched that month averaged a 3.2% monthly increase 

during 1Q14, which is equivalent to a 46% annualized rate. 

Following this event, the authorities returned to the so-called “FX anchor” strategy, 

setting a very low-speed crawling peg to counter inflation. By the end of 2014, the 

monthly annualized rate of exchange rate increase was only 4%. In addition, 

throughout last year, the Central Bank stepped up its sterilization effort, issuing a 

record amount of Lebac (ARS 94.6 billion, equivalent to 2.2% of GDP). As a result, 

the monetary pace of expansion reached 16.2% y/y by June, the lowest since February 

2010. These factors, together with muted economic activity (based on official 

statistics, GDP edged up only 0.5% in 2014), and contracting real salaries (they 

declined 6.5% on average during last year) helped bring inflation down quite rapidly. 

The government gauge for inflation during the last three months to March (1.1% m/m 

on average) is equivalent to only 14.4% in annual terms. 

Inflation expectations decreased accordingly. As of April 2015, the population was 

expecting, on average, that price increases during the next 12-month period would 

stand at 29.6%, according to the poll conducted by Di Tella University. This 

constitutes the lowest value since January 2012. In addition, the bias that suggested 

that people expected inflation to accelerate (with some high responses pushing the 

mean far above the median value) has virtually disappeared, depicting a more 

homogeneous distribution. As a result, the government has been relatively successful 

in temporarily lowering the inflation rate. We believe this new level of lower 

inflationary pressure is likely to let real salaries remain virtually stable for most of the 

year (wage negotiations are still going on), with a marginal positive impact on 

consumption expenditures. The consequent welfare effect (especially when compared 

with last year), coupled with a relatively stable exchange rate (which diminishes 

uncertainty), is a key factor that could maximize the chances of candidates closer to 

government policies in the upcoming presidential elections, in our view. A 

widespread perception of the absence of an impending crisis remains crucial for 

incumbents (or candidates who identify themselves with current policies).  
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A demanding task for the next administration 

However, the challenging macroeconomic environment that the next government is  

likely to face suggests, in our view, that the incoming administration will have to be 

quite careful in terms of its policy implementation. The ongoing REER strengthening 

coupled with strongly misaligned utility tariffs (in electricity and gas) amounts to a 

non-negligible inflationary impact that will constitute one of the biggest challenges 

for the next government’s economic team. One of the most pressing issues will be 

how fast and to which extent these imbalances will be tackled. Today the local debate 

revolves around the question of gradualism versus shock policy. These two scenarios 

could lead to diverse inflation dynamics. The eventual lifting of the many FX market 

restrictions could lead to a significant peso weakening, if done swiftly. Also, to 

diminish the reliance on Central Bank transfers to the Treasury to cover part of the 

fiscal deficit, a new government will have to embark on a rebalancing of public 

expenses, which would very likely include raising utility rates. Both peso devaluation 

and higher energy prices could exert upward pressure on prices. This could lead to 

inflation actually increasing during a first phase of a new government, to later 

converge to lower levels if a comprehensive scheme to tackle distortions is deployed.  

On the other hand, most of the would-be presidents (and their advisors on economic 

issues) seem to be favoring a more step-by-step approach toward the tackling of these 

pressing problems, and inflation in particular (with varying degrees of speed). As a 

result, the idea of gradualism seems to be gaining support among many pundits. In a 

context in which the population does not perceive the economic backdrop to be a 

critical one, a new government is likely to be inclined to avoid policies that could 

disrupt such a relatively calm scenario. If this is the case, we could expect new 

authorities to deploy a plan to bring inflation down in a very gradual fashion. This 

strategy does not come without risks, though. Policy could rapidly lose effectiveness 

and credibility, leading to stubbornly persistent price increases and a stagnant 

economy. In any case, if there is a political determination to diminish the inflation 

rate, a new government will probably need to reduce the primary and fiscal deficits 

and phase out the Central Bank’s assistance to the Treasury, among other measures. 

Finally, credibility and political clout will stand as crucial factors to ensure the 

success of an eventual disinflationary policy. 

Latest primaries to deepen polarization between Scioli and Macri  

Recent polls on the voting intention ahead of presidential elections suggest that the 

race is becoming more polarized between Daniel Scioli (the governor of Buenos 

Aires province, close to the governing FPV and a probable contender representing 

this political force) and Mauricio Macri (the outgoing mayor of the City of Buenos 

Aires and the candidate who unambiguously embodies the change to the current 

policy, belonging to PRO), who are in a virtual tie, with approximately 27% of vote 

intention each. Meanwhile, a less defined Sergio Massa (FR) seems to be losing some 

terrain, probably mostly benefiting governor Scioli. 

These trends will probably be reinforced after a bout at the local-level primaries that 

took place recently. Bear in mind that primaries in Argentina are open and mandatory, 

and in effect act as a straw poll ahead of the actual election. The provincial districts 

that already cast ballots (primaries) include Salta (in which the incumbent, belonging 

to the FPV, came as a winner), Santa Fe (where the PRO representative narrowly beat 

the local official candidate), Mendoza (a broad coalition combining UCR, PRO and 

FR forces defeated the FPV candidates) and the City of Buenos Aires (where the two 

contenders of the governing PRO won by a landslide and the FPV came in third). In 

none of them the FR candidates came as clear winners. Therefore, these outcomes 

suggest that the presidential race may begin to be polarized between Macri and Scioli. 

However, Macri’s position in the populous Buenos Aires province (39% of the ballot 

count) still seems feeble. Here, both Massa and Scioli seem to have a better standing. 

Receiving a significant volume of votes in this district remains crucial for winning the 

presidency.  

As there is still time until the ticket registration deadline (June 10), the political game 

remains open and in flux. Matters do not appear to be settled yet, and we will 

probably witness further moves that could alter the current picture.  

 

 

 

  

 
 
 

Easing Inflation 

 
Official monthly inflation rate. Sources: INDEC 
and Santander. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Receding Expectations 

 
Inflation expectations for the following 12 
months. Sources: UTDT and Santander. 

 
 

 

 

 

Consolidating as a Two-Person Race 

 
Average vote intentions for the three main 
contenders. Sources: Giacobbe, M&F, Polldata, 
Ipsos, Aragón, Poliarquía, and Santander. 
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ARGENTINA 
 GDP % 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014E 2015F 2016F 

National Accounts & Activity Indicators         

Real GDP (% y/y)   9.5 8.4 0.8 2.9 0.5 -1.5 4.0 

Private Consumption (% y/y) 73.9 8.1 10.2 4.3 4.3 -0.5 -2.3 2.5 

Public Consumption (% y/y) 10.9 7.2 8.8 5.9 4.2 2.8 0.8 2.0 

Investment (% y/y) 20.9 22.0 19.4 -7.0 3.1 -5.6 -2.2 12.3 

Exports (% y/y Local Currency)  17.0 14.0 5.6 -5.6 -4.0 -8.1 -2.8 6.0 

Imports (% y/y Local Currency) 21.5 34.8 22.6 -6.1 3.6 -12.6 -5.0 7.0 

GDP (US$ bn)   463.1 559.8 607.8 602.9 540.5 560.1 482.9 

GDP Per Capita (US$)   11517 13762 14726 14627 11354 13250 11303 

Industrial Production (% y/y) (EMI)   9.8 6.5 -1.2 -0.2 -2.5 -1.6 4.9 

Output gap (% of potential GDP)   0.5 0.9 0.2 2.0 -1.8 -2.3 -0.4 

Monetary and Exchange Rate Indicators                 

CPI Inflation (Dec Cumulative)   10.9 9.1 10.0 10.5 24.9 16.2 19.6 

CPI core Inflation (Dec Cumulative)   11.3 9.4 10.0 10.0 24.1 17.0 18.2 

US$ Exchange Rate (Average)   3.9 4.1 4.6 5.5 8.1 9.4 13.1 

Real effective exchange rate (% y/y, year-end)   -10.9 -10.8 -8.4 7.5 -8.8 9.0 -3.5 

30 day, BADLAR private banks (year end)   11.3 17.2 15.4 21.6 20.4 28.0 22.0 

30 day, BADLAR private banks (average)   10.1 13.3 13.9 17.0 22.6 22.0 24.6 

Monetary Aggregate M3-end of period (% y/y)   35.4 30.9 37.5 26.0 24.5 22.4 31.0 

Private sector credit (% of GDP)   9.0 10.4 11.8 12.7 12.5 12.5 14.2 

Fiscal Policy Indicators                 

Fiscal Balance, % of GDP    0.2 -0.6 -0.9 -2.2 -2.7 -4.8 -3.4 

Primary Balance, % of GDP    1.4 0.6 0.1 -0.4 -0.9 -3.2 -2.0 

Primary expenditures, % of GDP   18.2 19.1 19.5 23.3 25.8 29.0 28.4 

Public sector debt amortizations (> 1yr, % of GDP)   n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 1.7 2.9 

Balance of Payments                 

Trade Balance   12.1 10.0 12.7 8.0 6.7 4.5 2.7 

   Merchandise Exports fob (US$ bn)   68.5 83.9 81.2 81.7 71.9 64.0 67.2 

   Merchandise Imports cif (US$ bn)   -56.4 -73.9 -68.5 -73.7 -65.2 -59.7 -64.5 

Current Account, % of GDP   0.6 -0.3 0.0 -0.7 -0.9 -1.2 -2.0 

Gross Foreign Direct Investment (US$ bn)   10.4 9.3 13.9 8.9 4.0 3.8 10.0 

Debt Profile       23.4 23.0 25.9 27.7 38.9 

Central Bank International Reserves (US$ bn)   52.1 46.4 43.3 30.1 31.4 26.7 34.7 

Total Public Debt (gross, % of GDP)   35.6 32.6 34.4 35.3 42.0 42.0 46.6 

Total Public Debt (net of public sector holdings, % of GDP)   18.9 17.5 19.6 16.1 18.0 21.0 26.0 

  Of which: Foreign-currency denominated (% of GDP)   20.7 18.4 19.2 18.3 13.0 18.4 24.0 

Total External Debt (US$ bn)   129.3 141.1 142.0 138.4 140.0 155.0 188.0 

   Of which: Private sector external debt (% of GDP)   11.8 11.2 11.1 11.2 12.2 9.4 15.1 

Labor Markets                 

Nominal Salary Index (% chg, Dec cumulative)   26.3 29.5 24.5 25.9 35.3 30.0 26.0 

Unemployment Rate (year-end, % of EAP)   7.3 6.7 6.9 6.4 6.9 8.3 6.9 

Total Employment in the formal sector (% chg, Dec cumulative)   3.0 5.0 1.9 1.4 0.0 -0.2 2.0 

Sources: Economy Ministry, Central Bank, and Santander estimates. 
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BRAZIL  
IT IS A RELATIVE PRICE ADJUSTMENT PROCESS 

 The significant realignment of regulated and market prices is one of 
the two important relative price adjustment processes in place in 
2015. 

 The second important relative price adjustment is the realignment of 
tradeable and non-tradeable prices, which is not in place yet. 

 We estimate the pass-through will affect IPCA in six months after the 
shock, which suggests that the greater part of BRL depreciation will 
pressure IPCA in the upcoming months. 

 Due to the recent economic slowdown, the pass-through coefficient 
fell to 5.8%, which means that BRL depreciation between 4Q14 and 
currently will add about 2 p.p. in IPCA, mostly in 2015. 

  

Tatiana Pinheiro* 

(5511) 3012-5179 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regulated and Market Prices 

 (2013: Base 100) 

 
Source: IBGE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IPCA Breakdown (y/y) 

 Source: IBGE. 

 

Backdrop 

The consumer price index (IPCA) has reached 8% in 1Q15, breaking through the 

ceiling of the target and moving even further from the center of the target. The larger 

part of the current inflation acceleration is due to the occurrence of two important 

adjustments in relative prices under way in the economy: (1) the realignment of non-

tradeable and tradeable prices, and (2) the realignment of regulated prices and market 

prices. The last factor is already in place; considering inflation accumulated from 

January 2013 through March 2015, the gap between market prices inflation and 

regulated prices inflation presented a noteworthy reduction to 1 p.p. vs. 7 p.p. 

registered in December 2014. In the last 12 months through 1Q15, regulated inflation 

skyrocketed to 13.3% y/y from the 5.3% y/y posted in 4Q15, while market prices 

inflation continued hovering around 6.7%.  

Regarding the first factor, the realignment of non-tradeable and tradeable prices has 

not yet been reflected in the IPCA. Tradeable prices inflation is running at 6.0% y/y, 

while non-tradeable prices inflation is still hovering around 7.5% y/y. The main 

reason is that the exchange rate pass-through to inflation is a lagged process, which 

implies the greater part of the recent BRL depreciation will pressure inflation in 

upcoming months, in our view. 

The recent drought added around 1 p.p. in foodstuff inflation in 1Q15. In Brazil’s 

case, the decline in commodity prices does not promote a disinflation process. As 

happens for other commodity-producing countries, the exchange rate and the 

movement in commodity prices generally present a strong negative correlation, which 

means that the decline in commodity prices produces an equivalent and inverse 

depreciation pressure on the exchange rate, and vice versa. Therefore, although 

commodity prices in USD have plunged since October 2014, commodity prices in 

BRL have posted a slight increase. We cannot compare the current pressure of 

foodstuff inflation on inflation with what happened in 2013, where foodstuff inflation 

reached a 15% y/y level in 1Q15, or even blame the foodstuff inflation for the current 

inflation acceleration. The bad news is that as foodstuff inflation is cyclical, we do not 

expect foodstuff inflation to provide relief for inflation this year. 

BRL pass-through to inflation 

As expected, our exercise continues to indicate that in the very short run the effect of 

BRL depreciation on inflation does not seem statistically significant, and the sign was 

different than expected. Moreover, REER, output gap, and openness are not 

significantly different than zero. Only initial inflation is statistically significant, in-

line with macroeconomic theory. Looking six months ahead, the pass-through is 

statistically significant, and the business cycle, initial inflation, and openness 

variables are significantly different than zero and with the expected signs. 

Also as expected, our exercise indicated that the pass-through to inflation (IPCA) declined 

to 5.8% from the previous outcome of our exercise of 7.5%. In mid-2013, our exercise 

indicated that 9-12 months ahead, the pass-through coefficient reaches its limit between 

3.2% and 7.5%, where most of the other relevant variables appear with the expected signs 

and are significantly different than zero. Through February 2015, our exercise 
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indicated that between 9 and 12 months ahead, the pass-through coefficient reaches its 

limit between 2.7% and 5.8%., which means that each 10% of exchange rate variation will 

add/subtract 0.58 p.p. to the IPCA in 12 months. 

Therefore, we mentioned above that the exchange rate pass-through to inflation is a lagged 

process; we estimate the pass-through will affect IPCA six months after the shock, and 

therefore the larger part of BRL depreciation will pressure IPCA in the upcoming months. 

Considering USD/BRL stabilizing at 3.20 (our BRL forecast for  2015 e.o.p.)—35% 

above the 2014 average—we estimate a 2-p.p. impact on IPCA inflation, mostly in 2015, 

even with the economy in recession. 

We define the pass-through as the relationship between accumulated market prices 

inflation in n periods and the exchange rate depreciation also accumulated in n-th period, 

but lagged by one month in order to allow how inflation responds to a change in the 

exchange rate. We run again our IPCA pass-through model focused on measuring the 

pass-through to market prices inflation, which represents 76% of IPCA. We considered 

the following as economic variables that also influence the relationship between the 

consumer price index and currency weakening: (1) the price level: a high inflation 

backdrop tends to produce higher exchange rate pass-through; (2) output gap: the business 

cycle also matters in the pass-through to inflation, as above-trend growth tends to increase 

the pass-through coefficient; (3) real effective exchange rate: REER overvaluation or 

undervaluation can limit or amplify the pass-through effect; and (4) trade openness: the 

correlation between inflation and openness is negative. However, the more open the 

economy, the higher the degree of pass-through. In other words, the more open the 

economy, the greater the sensitivity of domestic inflation to inflation abroad. In this 

approach, we ran a Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) model to measure the pass-

through coefficient, controlling for “endogeneity” problems, which occur when the 

economic variables are mutually dependent, as is the case here. 

The good news in terms of macro policy for inflation is the following: (1) Despite seeing 

the economy currently diving into a recession, the BCB has been tightening monetary 

policy, thereby contributing (although to a minor extent) to anchor expectations for 2016. 

(2) The recent tightening of fiscal policy is in sharp contrast to the economic policy 

implemented in recent years. In our view, the collapse in domestic demand should 

contribute to reduce the impact of inertia on inflation in the next year, and to maintain 

inflation expectations well anchored for 2016 (although still above the target). Inertia has 

been an important factor behind expectations, and with the recent decline in the Central 

Bank’s credibility, the importance of past inflation as the main driver for expectations 

seems to have increased and the importance of the target as an anchor to have diminished, 

in our view. Because of this we do not see as feasible a sharp disinflation process 

throughout the next year. The one-off adjustment of regulated prices (basically, tariffs) 

should represent a significant cost for inflation in 2016, in our view. However, we believe 

that anchored inflation expectations for 2016 coupled with an economic recession opens 

the door to a monetary policy easing cycle in 4Q15. By the end of 2015, we believe it is 

likely that inflation expectations for the following 12 months will move lower, which 

provides room to cut the Selic rate, without translating into a significant easing in the tight 

monetary policy stance. 

Monetary policy next steps 

We expect that the monetary authority in the short term should conclude the current 

tightening cycle and hold the Selic rate around 13% p.a. for some months, and then, in 

4Q15, could start an easing cycle. Our forecasts are for the Selic at 11.75% p.a. in 2015 

and at 10% for 2016. 

 

  

 

Pass-Through Coefficient (Model 
Output) 

 
*, **, *** and c refer to significance at the 1%, 
5%, and 10% levels, respectively.  
Sources: IBGE, BCB, and Santander estimates.
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BRAZIL 
 % GDP 2010 2011 2012 2013F 2014E 2015F 2016F 

National Accounts & Activity Indicators                 

Real GDP (% y/y)   7.5 3.9 1.8 2.7 0.1 -1.5 0.5 

Supply: Agriculture (%y/y) 5.2 6.3 5.6 -2.5 7.9 0.4 1.0 0.5 

                Industry (% y/y) 21.8 10.4 4.1 0.1 1.8 -1.2 -4.7 1.5 

               Services (% y/y) 58.9 5.5 3.4 2.4 2.5 0.7 -0.6 0.0 

Demand: Private Consumption (y/y%) 62.8 6.9 4.8 3.9 2.9 0.9 -1.0 0.5 

                Public Consumption (y/y%) 20.8 4.2 2.2 3.2 2.2 1.3 0.0 0.0 

                Investment (y/y%) 16.5 21.3 6.6 -0.6 6.1 -4.4 -5.0 1.0 

                Exports (y/y%) 11.3 11.5 4.8 0.5 2.1 -1.1 1.9 2.5 

                (-) Imports (y/y%) -11.4 35.8 9.4 0.7 7.6 -1.0 0.5 1.5 

GDP (USD bn)   2143.9 2475.1 2247.3 2245.5 2175.4 1738.7 1701.7 

GDP Per Capita (US$)   11,067.6 12,551.2 11,303.7 11,208.1 10,779.3 8,555.9 8,318.6 

Industrial Production (IBGE) (y/y%)   10.2 0.4 -3.3 2.3 -3.2 -4.0 1.0 

Monetary and Exchange Rate Indicators                 

IPCA-IBGE Inflation (Dec Cumulative) (%)   5.9 6.5 5.8 5.9 6.4 8.5 6.5 

IGP-M Inflation (Dec Cumulative) (%)   11.3 5.1 7.8 5.5 3.7 6.1 7.0 

Real effective exchange rate ((D% y/y, year-end)   -4.3 12.6 9.0 14.6 13.4 20.5 12.5 

US$ Exchange Rate (Avg)   1.8 1.7 2.0 2.2 2.4 3.1 3.4 

Relevant Interest Rate (Overnight – SELIC) (Avg)   10.0 11.7 8.5 8.2 10.9 12.4 10.2 

Monetary Base (D% y/y)   24.6 3.6 8.9 6.9 9.0 7.0 7.0 

Stock of Credit To Nonfinancial Private Sector (% of GDP)   45.4 49.1 53.8 56.5 58.9 60.2 62.1 

Fiscal Policy Indicators                 

Public Sector Fiscal Balance (harmonized) (% of GDP)   2.5 2.6 2.5 3.3 6.7 5.9 3.8 

Primary Balance (% of GDP)   -2.8 -3.1 -2.4 -1.9 0.6 -0.7 -1.5 

Primary expenditures (% of GDP)   18.6 17.5 18.3 18.9 19.0 19.0 19.0 

Public sector debt amortizations (> 1yr, % of GDP)   38.9 40.8 42.9 43.3 41.8 39.8 40.0 

Balance of Payments                 

Trade Balance (US$ bn)   20.1 29.8 19.4 2.6 -3.9 5.0 14.0 

    Merchandise Exports (US$ bn)   201.9 256.0 242.6 242.2 225.1 181.0 190.0 

    Merchandise Imports (US$ bn)   181.8 226.2 223.2 239.6 229.0 176.0 176.0 

Current Account (US$ bn)   -47.3 -52.5 -54.2 -81.1 -90.7 -64.8 -56.5 

Foreign Direct Investment (US$ bn)   48.5 66.7 65.3 64.0 62.5 52.3 51.8 

Debt Profile                 

International Reserves (US$ bn)   288.6 352.0 378.6 362.4 374.1 365.0 352.3 

Total Public Debt (gross, % of GDP)   53.4 54.2 58.8 56.7 63.5 67.1 68.6 

Total Public Debt (net of public sector holdings, % of GDP)   39.1 36.4 35.3 33.6 36.7 37.6 38.0 

  Of which: Foreign-currency denominated (% of GDP)   -9.3 -12.8 -13.7 -10.2 -10.3 -10.5 -10.8 

Total External Debt (US$ bn)   256.8 298.2 312.9 316.5 308.5 312.4 316.0 

   Of which: Private sector external debt (% of GDP)   9.3 10.4 12.5 12.0 12.0 15.2 15.6 

Labor Markets                 

Nominal wage adjustments (∆% y/y)   14.5 11.7 12.4 8.9 9.1 5.3 5.4 

Unemployment Rate Avg. (% of EAP) – IBGE   6.7 6.0 5.5 5.4 4.8 6.8 8.0 

Employment (∆% y/y)   2.0 2.1 2.2 0.7 -0.1 -1.0 0.0 

Sources: IBGE, MDIC, FIPE, FGV, Central Bank, SEADE, and Santander. 

 



CHILE  
INFLATION MIGRAINE TO BECOME A HEADACHE 

 CPI inflation remains stubbornly elevated, above 4% y/y, leading 
recently to a more hawkish approach from the Central Bank.  

 A more range-bound CLP, softer food inflation, and the phasing-out 
of the 2014 tax reform effects should drive y/y CPI nearer 3% by year-
end, in our view.  

 High inertia in core services, in turn, should prevent a faster 
downward trend, in our opinion, despite the lingering weakness of 
domestic demand.   

  

Juan Pablo Cabrera* 

(562) 2320-3778 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Inflation Surprises: Actual vs. Expected 

 

In %, in m/m terms. Sources: Bloomberg and 
Santander. 

 

 

 

 

 

Pass-Through to Core Tradeable Prices 

 

Cumulative changes in USDCLP rate and core 
tradeable prices (excluding food and energy), 
since April 2013. Sources: INE and Santander. 

 

 

 

The last Monetary Policy Report (IPoM) surprised the market with a clearly hawkish 

tone. The BCCh changed its year-end inflation forecast to 3.6% y/y (from 2.8% in the 

previous IPoM), while in subsequent interviews four board members expressed 

increasing concerns about inflation and the need to adjust policy in the case the CPI 

proves harder to bring down to target over the course of the year. More important, we 

think the BCCh has seemingly changed (at least partly) its way of modeling inflation, 

losing its faith in the widening output gap to keep CPI readings in check, and giving 

more emphasis to FX pass-through, the indexation to past inflation in several sectors 

of the economy (via the extended use of the UF index), and the resilience of nominal 

wage growth.  

In a nutshell, our sense is that inflation will be more moderate in coming months, 

oscillating around 4% y/y and piercing through 3.5% by year-end due to year-base 

effects. That said, we believe that services inertia will remain strong, putting a floor 

under overall inflation probably near 3%, despite the lingering softness of domestic 

demand. In our opinion, the key discussion points to assess inflation dynamics over 

the next few quarters are as follows:  

Pass-through from FX: The last IPoM has put this element at the top of the list of 

inflation drivers in 2014-15. The BCCh has traditionally stated that global pass-

through in Chile is around 15-20%, so in principle the 33% increase in the FX rate 

explains around 70% of total inflation in the period—around 6% of the accumulated 

8% jump in the CPI.  

However, the traditional pass-through analysis needs more specification, in our view, 

given the significant swings in global USD prices such as oil and grains over the past 

two years. Considering that core tradeable prices only (i.e., excluding food and 

energy, where USD reference prices are volatile and relevant for domestic prices in 

Chile) increased 4% over the same period, we argue that the partial pass-through here 

is around 12%. Considering our call for a relatively range-bound FX rate for the rest 

of the year (around 625), and that this pass-through coefficient reaches 15%, y/y 

inflation in core tradeables should fall to 3.0% by year-end from the current 3.5% y/y, 

according to our estimates, implying a small negative contribution to overall CPI, 10-

15 bps, from current levels. This decline does not look like much in itself, but it 

implies a significant change in dynamics, in our view, given that this category has 

been accelerating sharply since early 2014. (It was only 1% y/y in April 2014.) 

Deflation from falling oil prices: Due to the so-called MEPCO system, the sharp 

decline in international oil prices had a relatively rapid impact on domestic gasoline 

prices: -22% between October and March. This adjustment caused overall energy 

prices (accounting for 8% of overall CPI) to fall 8.6% directly since October, with y/y 

changes shifting from almost +9% to -7.6%. For coming months, the outlook here is 

much less disinflationary, in our view: domestic oil prices are now edging higher 

again, and with WTI approaching US$60, they could increase another 7-8% in 

coming months (around 2% per month through July). As a result, in y/y terms, we 

believe energy deflation will tend to disappear during the remainder of the year, 

closing around -1%, which means a positive contribution to overall CPI of around 50-

55 bps.   
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Inertia in services: Roughly 22% of the overall CPI comes from services narrowly 

connected to past CPI readings (due to widespread indexation in house rentals and 

some health and education services) and nominal wages (services where salaries 

account for a large part of the cost). Inflation in this subsector is elevated at around 

5% y/y, and more important, has remained stable since early 2014, suggesting to us 

that domestic demand conditions are not critical in price formation here. As a result, 

we believe that convergence here will take place slowly, conditional on some 

increases in unemployment, and consequently, a gradual slowdown in nominal wages 

(now at +7% y/y). Consequently, the contribution of the subsector to overall CPI until 

year-end (in y/y terms), would be negative but small, around 15-20 bps, in our view.  

In the rest of non-tradeables, where inflation volatility is a bit higher, more intense 

disinflation is possible until year-end, in our opinion, as growth remains low and 

labor market fundamentals are deteriorating modestly—11% of the overall CPI  

would decline by 1 percentage point from the current 6.1% y/y, which means a 

negative contribution of 10-15 bps to the y/y measure.    

Food inflation: Foodstuffs is the CPI category where surprises tend to be larger and 

more erratic, given the variety of shocks and factors usually hitting this sector. Part of 

the supply is imported, while weather factors may imply large price fluctuations in 

fruits and vegetables. Food inflation over the last three years has been 6.1% annually, 

double the rate of the overall CPI (+3.1%) and almost triple that of tradeable goods 

(+2.3%), suggesting an upward drift in foodstuff prices, which is still evident (food 

inflation in March was 8.1% versus 4.2% and 3.5% for the CPI and tradeable goods).  

We believe global food prices should tend to reduce inflation in Chile for the rest of 

the year, as a composite food price index relevant for Chile is around -22% y/y in 

USD terms, which more than offsets the depreciation of the CLP (11% over the same 

period). In turn, the drought in different parts of the country should keep inflation 

high in some fresh food items, in our view, partially offsetting the former effect. Last 

but not least, we expect year-over-year food inflation to fall starting in September 

2015, as the price increases due to the 2014 tax reform are left behind. (These 

increases added 15-20 bps to overall CPI inflation last year.) Net net, we estimate that 

food inflation should close 2015 at 4.5% y/y, a still-high reading but well below the 

current figure, implying a negative contribution of 80-90 bps to the overall CPI. 

(Foodstuffs represent 22% of the index.) 

Non-Tradeables CPI: Difficult to Envisage a Fast Adjustment in Core Services 

 
Y/Y changes. Weighting in overall CPI basket, in parenthesis. Sources: INE and Santander.  

The labor market conundrum: Despite the economic slowdown since late 2013, 

unemployment increased but very modestly, to 6.1% in March from the 5.7% low of 

late 2013. Although the quality of job creation has deteriorated (public sector and 

informal jobs have gained importance at the expense of formal private sector jobs), 

the labor market remains relatively tight, leading to still-elevated nominal wage 

growth: 7% y/y in February, which adjusted by inflation is still a high 2.7% real rise, 

which probably well above labor productivity growth at this stage of the cycle.  

Our sense is that unemployment will start to rise in 2H15, reflecting the lagged effects 

of the softer economy and a less dynamic public sector. This should tend to impose 

some discipline on increases in nominal salaries, which should slow to 5.0-5.5% by 

year-end. Without any correction, we expect risks of an even slower CPI convergence 

to increase, with core services inflation FX pass-through remaining high.  

.  

 

 
 
 

Chicken and Egg: Nominal Salaries and 
CPI Inflation 

 

Y/Y changes. Sources: INE, BCCh, and 
Santander. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Global Food Prices in CLP: 13% Fall 
since April 2014 Highs 

 
Composite of global food price indexes (CRB, 
SPGS and FAO indexes), expressed in CLP. 
Base 100=January 2013. Sources: Bloomberg 
and Santander. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHILE         

 % GDP 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014E 2015F 2016F 

National Accounts & Activity Indicators          

Real GDP (% y/y)   6.1 6.0 5.4 4.1 1.9 2.8 3.6 

Public Consumption (% y/y) 12.0 3.9 3.9 4.2 4.2 4.4 5.5 4.2 

Private Consumption (% y/y) 65.0 10.0 8.8 6.1 5.6 2.2 2.2 3.5 

Investment (% y/y) 28.4 14.3 17.6 12.3 0.4 -6.1 1.9 3.7 

Exports (% y/y Real)  39.0 2.4 5.2 0.9 4.3 0.7 4.6 4.2 

Imports (% y/y Real) 39.0 25.9 15.0 4.9 2.2 -7.0 3.2 4.2 

GDP (US$ bn)   217.6 251.7 268.2 274.6 253.9 252.6 269.7 

GDP Per Capita (US$)   12653.9 14412.0 15219.8 15965.1 14592.0 14352.3 15151.7 

Industrial Production (% y/y)   2.2 3.6 2.8 -0.3 -0.8 0.9 3.0 

Monetary and Exchange Rate Indicators             

CPI Inflation (December, y/y)   3.00 4.40 1.50 2.9 4.6 3.1 3.0 

Core inflation (December, y/y)   1.5 2.4 1.5 2.1 4.6 3.6 3.0 

US$ Exchange Rate (year-end)    510.2 485.0 477.0 525.0 606.0 635.0 615.0 

Real Effective Exchange Rate (% y/y, year-end)  -3.7 8.8 -7.3 6.9 4.8 -1.0 -3.0 

Central Bank Policy Rate (year-end)   3.25 5.25 5.00 4.50 3.00 3.00 3.50 

Fiscal Policy Indicators             

Fiscal Balance (% of GDP)    -0.4 1.1 0.6 -0.6 -1.6 -2.2 -1.8 

Primary Balance (% of GDP)   -8.4 2.7 1.1 -0.1 -1.0 -1.6 -1.2 

Primary Expenditures (% of GDP)   21.2 20.8 20.2 20.9 21.6 22.6 22.7 

Balance of Payments             

Trade Balance (US$ bn)   15.3 10.8 2.5 2.1 7.8 8.3 9.2 

   Merchandise Exports (US$ bn)   70.9 81.4 78.0 76.7 75.7 73.5 78.0 

   Merchandise Imports (US$ bn)   55.6 70.6 74.2 74.6 67.9 65.2 68.8 

Current Account (% of GDP)   3.3 -3.2 -3.6 -3.5 -1.2 -1.0 -0.9 

Foreign Direct Investment (gross, US$ bn)   15.7 23.4 28.5 19.3 22.0 20.0 20.0 

Debt Profile             

Total External Assets (US$ bn)   44.5 59.6 60.0 64.9 69.0 69.4 69.8 

   Copper Stabilization Fund (US$ bn)    16.6 17.6 20.4 23.8 28.5 28.5 28.5 

   Central Bank International Reserves (US$ bn)   27.9 42.0 39.6 41.1 40.5 40.9 41.3 

Total Public Debt (gross, % of GDP)   19.3 27.1 26.4 25.8 26.5 28.0 29.2 

  Of which: Foreign-currency denominated (% of GDP)   1.5 1.9 1.9 1.7 2.3 3.2 3.7 

Total External Debt (US$ bn)   84.4 98.4 117.6 132.6 145.7 158.7 170.7 

   Of which: Private sector external debt (US$ bn)   36.2 36.3 41.2 44.9 46.1 50.3 50.8 

Labor Markets             

Nominal wages (% y/y)   4.7 6.3 6.4 5.7 6.6 7.0 6.0 

Unemployment (% of EAP, avg)   8.2 7.2 6.5 6.0 6.4 6.8 7.2 

Employment (% y/y)   6.5 2.9 2.3 2.1 1.6 1.2 1.7 

 
Sources: Central Bank, Servicio de Estudios, and Santander. 
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COLOMBIA 
CAUTION IS THE NAME OF THE GAME 

 We revised our 2015 and 2016 GDP forecasts to 3.7% and 3.5% from 
4.0% and 3.7%, respectively, mainly due to the risks associated with 
the drop in oil prices. 

 Inflation surpassed the ceiling of the target due to a supply shock, 
but there is concern in the markets that it may be incorporated into 
expectations. 

 This scenario suggests that BanRep may be cautious, and we believe 
its policy rate will likely remain unchanged until the end of this year. 

  

Fernanda Consorte* 

(5511) 3012-7114 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Colombian Output Gap 

 
Sources: BanRep, DANE and Santander. 

 

Licenses for Housing Construction  
(% Annual) 

 
Sources: DANE. 

 

 

 

Oil Prices in Colombian Pesos  
(100 = Jan/2009) 

 
Sources: DANE and Santander estimates. 
 
 
 

Increasing challenges 

Since year-end 2014 the Colombia scenario has been worsening, gradually 

becoming more challenging. On the one hand, there was a clear deceleration in 

economic activity, with GDP growth converging back to its potential rate. On the 

other hand, although inflation has increased sharply, mostly due to supply shocks, 

market observers are increasingly concerned about the potential that such shocks 

could contaminate inflation expectations. This domestic juncture has been 

reached under an unusual international scenario of lower oil prices and a gradual 

recovery in the U.S., exerting opposing forces over commodity prices and the 

domestic currency.  

As a consequence, for upcoming years we believe there is challenging work for 

policy makers, since they will need to control the second-round effects on 

inflation, while at the same time trying to avoid causing strong damage to 

economic activity. We still believe that, considering the high level of uncertainty 

threatening the economic outlook, caution is the name of the game. So, we 

believe that the policy rate will remain unchanged at 4.5% p.a. until the end of 

2015 (indeed, through 1Q16). 

Again below potential growth  

GDP growth in 4Q14 suggested some slowdown in economic growth. GDP 

expanded by 3.5% y/y in that period, slightly below the government’s expectation 

(3.8% y/y) and the lowest growth rate since 1Q13. The latest GDP quarterly print 

showed that annual GDP growth declined to 4.6% in 2014 from 4.9% in 2013. 

According to our estimates, the output gap came back to zero in 4Q14.  

This result is particularly representative, in our view, since it is the first sign of 

weakness in Colombia’s economic activity under depressed oil prices and a 

weaker currency. Indeed, there was a significant drop in the mining sector (-3.3% 

y/y), as the oil sector coped with average oil prices of US$76 per barrel, down 

from an average of  US$106 for the first three quarters of the year.  

We are revising downward our 2015 and 2016 GDP forecasts to 3.7% and 3.5%  
from 4.0% and 3.7%, respectively. Our revisions are based on the following: 

(1) As mentioned above, the mining sector has been negatively affected by the oil 

sector and this will continue, though oil prices recovered modestly in April to 

around US$60/barrel for WTI crude at the end of the month.  

(2) The construction sector, while still strong, has been slowing recently. It grew 9.9% 

in 2014, down from 11.6% in 2013.  Recently, issuance of construction licenses has 

been decelerating, indicating that housing construction will be less dynamic in 2015, 

also considering the slower momentum in public programs for civil construction.  

Indeed, the performance of GDP growth in the previous years was boosted by 

domestic consumption, both private and public. However, we believe help from the 
second should be less than previously observed, since public expenditure has already 

started to slow and the government’s revenue should decline due to lower oil prices. 

This has been highlighted by the strong decline in consumer confidence recently. 

(3) The strong depreciation of the Colombian peso would suggest an improvement on 

the industrial production front, in our view, although a lag can be expected. 
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According to our estimates, the lag from currency depreciation to stronger 
industrial production is around five quarters, which means that the current 30% 

COP devaluation per se would affect the manufacturing sector only from 2H15 

onward. However, the drop in oil prices offset the currency depreciation through 

the end of 2014. Consequently, the positive effect from the devaluation of 

Colombian peso takes place starting in 1Q15, which would positively affect 

manufacturing only in 2016, in our view.  

However, we believe there still are sources of potential upward surprises in 

Colombian economic activity in 2H15. We highlight (1) the civil construction 

sector could benefit from the 4G program, which should start in 4Q15, giving a 

boost to public works and offsetting some of the weaker dynamics in housing 

construction; (2) the reopening of the Cartagena refinery, also expected for 4Q15, 

could have a positive impact on manufacturing; and (3) the drivers of household 

consumption are still present in the economy. For instance, the unemployment 

rate remains at the lowest level of the historical series and credit growth remains 

strong; commercial outstanding loans have improved (13.2% y/y), while 

consumption outstanding loans have been growing by 13% y/y (well above 

nominal GDP expansion). 

High inflation: temporary or permanent?  

The annual CPI reading reached 4.56% y/y in March 2015, the highest level since 

May 2009 and surpassing the ceiling of the target of 4.0%. In our view, this can 

be broadly explained by a supply shock, particularly food prices, which stand at 

+7.4% y/y, although anecdotal evidence suggests these prices may have subsided 

in April. Indeed, we have addressed this subject previously given the possibility 

of El Niño.  

Although the spike in prices is considered a transitory shock, in our view BanRep 

has already shown that it cares about the risk of that shock becoming permanent if 

it is incorporated into expectations.  

In addition, this has been occurring in a scenario of strong currency depreciation 

(around 30% over the last six months, though the COP has retraced in April). 

Despite the low FX pass-through, we have demonstrated in previous reports that 

depreciation higher than 20% can be dangerous for Colombian consumer 

inflation. 

Additionally, given the recent rise in inflation expectations, the real ex ante interest 

rate is hovering below 1%, which is lower than the neutral level (which we estimate 

to be around 2.0%). These reasons per se would suggest that BanRep should start a 

tightening cycle, in our view, in order not to damage its credibility (the market’s 

perception of its strong commitment to keep inflation under control).   

However, we note that there are still doubts regarding how steep the slowdown in 

economic activity will be as a result of the decline in oil prices. In our view, the 

government should announce tax reform in order to offset the decline in oil-

related revenues. If such reform were instituted, private demand could moderate, 

in our opinion, benefiting the components of non-tradeables inflation.   

Recently non-tradeables inflation is hovering at 3.5% y/y, and until now we have 

seen no clear indications of demand pressures. We believe this does not make the 

Central Bank’s decision any easier. In our view, considering the uncertain and 

challenging scenario, BanRep should stay on hold, keeping its policy rate at 4.5% 

until the end of 2015. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Credit Growth (% Y/Y) 

 
Sources: DANE and Santander estimates. 
 
 

Inflation Expectations (% Y/Y) 

 
Sources: DANE and Santander estimates. 
 
 

Food versus Non-Tradeables Inflation  
(% Y/Y) 

 
Sources: DANE and Santander estimates. 
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COLOMBIA 
 % GDP 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014E 2015F 2016F 

National Accounts & Activity Indicators         

Real GDP (% chg y/y)   4.0 6.6 4.0 4.7 4.6 3.7 3.5 

Private Consumption (% chg y/y) 61.1 5.0 6.0 4.4 4.2 4.4 3.0 4.0 

Public consumption (% chg y/y) 16.1 5.6 3.6 5.7 5.8 6.2 2.2 2.6 

Investment (% chg y/y) 23.7 7.4 18.9 4.5 5.1 11.7 7.2 8.8 

Exports (% chg y/y real)  18.9 1.3 11.8 6.1 5.4 -1.7 2.7 3.9 

Imports (% chg y/y real) 19.8 10.8 21.5 8.9 4.5 9.2 3.8 4.3 

GDP (US$ bn)   287.0 336.3 369.8 381.8 414.3 444.5 473.4 

GDP Per Capita (US$)   6306.5 7303.7 7935.7 8097.8 8685.0 9203.3 9801.5 

Monetary and Exchange Rate Indicators                 

CPI Inflation (Dec Cumulative) (%)   3.2 3.7 2.4 1.9 3.3 4.0 2.8 

Core inflation (Dec Cumulative) (%)   1.8 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.5 3.1 

US$ Exchange Rate (Avg)   1901.7 1851.3 1797.6 1869.3 1990.0 2581.2 2650.0 

Real effective exchange rate (% chg y/y, year-end)   -7.1 -1.0 -2.1 6.8 5.0 7.0 5.0 

Central bank reference Rate (Avg)   3.1 4.1 4.9 3.4 4.0 4.5 4.3 

Monetary Base (% chg y/y, year-end)   13.5 15.8 8.6 8.1 15.0 16.0 12.0 

Bank lending to the private sector (% chg y/y, Dec)   16.8 22.4 15.2 13.6 13.0 11.0 10.0 

Fiscal Policy Indicators                 

Fiscal Balance, % of GDP   -3.9 -2.8 -2.3 -2.4 -2.3 -2.0 -1.9 

Primary Balance, % of GDP   -1.1 -0.1 0.2 -1.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.3 

Primary expenditures (% of GDP)   17.2 17.1 18.0 15.0 15.1 15.0 16.0 

Balance of Payments                 

Trade Balance (US$ bn)   -0.5 2.7 1.0 -0.6 2.1 2.0 2.2 

   Merchandise Exports (US$ bn)   39.7 56.9 60.1 58.8 67.4 73.8 81.2 

   Merchandise Imports (US$ bn)   40.5 54.2 59.1 59.4 65.3 71.8 79.0 

Current Account (US$ bn)   -8.7 -9.6 -11.8 -12.7 -14.0 -24.4 -23.7 

Current Account, % of GDP   -3.0 -2.9 -3.2 -3.3 -3.4 -5.5 -5.0 

Foreign Direct Investment (gross, US$ bn)   6.8 13.4 15.5 16.7 17.0 16.0 18.5 

Debt Profile                 

Central Bank International Reserves (US$ bn)   28.5 32.3 37.5 43.6 40.0 40.0 40.0 

Total Public Debt (gross, % of GDP)   35.0 33.8 32.6 31.6 30.1 29.9 30.0 

  Of which: Foreign-currency denominated (% of GDP)   10.9 10.4 9.1 8.5 8.1 7.9 8.0 

Total External Debt (%GDP)   22.6 22.8 21.4 22.0 21.0 22.0 23.5 

   Of which: Private sector external debt (% of GDP)   8.8 10.0 8.8 9.5 9.0 8.8 8.8 

Labor Markets                 

Unemployment Rate Avg. (% of EAP)   11.8 10.8 10.4 9.6 9.1 8.5 8.0 

Employment (% chg y/y)   4.3 4.4 3.4 2.0 2.3 2.5 3.0 

E Santander estimate. F Santander forecast. Sources: Finance Ministry, Budget Office, Central Bank, and Santander. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MEXICO 
ENVIABLE STEADY INFLATION AT 3% 

 FX pass-through has been rather benign, in our view, allowing 
Banxico to stomach MXN weakness. A negative output gap is also 
helping. 

 Inflation also remains tame based on lower energy prices and more 
competition in the telecom sector. 

 Inflation expectations remain well anchored, while lower prices at 
the wholesale level are consistent with tame CPI inflation. 

 David Franco* 

dafranco@santander.com.mx 

Rafael Camarena* 

rcamarena@santander.com.mx 

 

 

MXN versus Market Inflation Expectations 

 
Sources: Bloomberg and Santander. 

 

 

 

Change in MBonos Position by Key 
Players 

 
Data are USD, bn. Sum of the first 15 weeks of 
each year. 

Sources: Banxico and Santander. 

 

 

 

 

 

Excessive MXN weakness 

One of the most crowded trades in the market since the 2008 crisis is long USD 

pretty much against everything else, which was originally engineered based on a 

big divergence in monetary policy. Both the ECB and BoJ have delivered on those 

expectations. However, the market has pushed back on an eventual U.S. Fed 

tightening. Indeed, a less constructive U.S. growth performance of late plus scarce 

evidence that U.S. inflation is accelerating (a still very strong USD is feeding a 

low-inflation/low-growth loop) convinced investors to curb their long USD 

positions. Note that since the dovish FOMC tone at the March meeting, the USD 

has been range-bound, while the large speculative position against MXN has 

cleared. Moreover, given shifting market perceptions about Fed normalization, the 

hawkish tone from Banxico, which fueled bets of a preemptive hike to deal with 

potential FX pass-through, has also collapsed. 

In our opinion, MXN underperformance seems excessive and the currency may be 

pricing in higher fiscal vulnerabilities on lower oil output in addition to fears about 

capital outflows, the latter already being stressed repeatedly by Governor Carstens. 

Indeed, with foreigners’ ownership of local MBonds hovering at all-time highs 

(60% of the total outstanding), a potential replay of the “taper tantrum” (the widely 

known episode in May 2013 when the Fed tentatively telegraphed that it would 

stop the QE3 policy) seen two years ago remains a cause of concern to investors, in 

our view. But the appetite for local rates among foreigners has been resilient even 

well before the shift in expectations related to Fed tightening. As the chart on the 

right shows, MBonos exposure among foreigners exceeded US$6 billion, while 

demand by key local players (Afores and mutual funds) also has picked up nicely. 

Overall, higher MBono demand has been a buffer against U.S.-hike-driven 

outflows. As highlighted in previous notes, Mexico’s 10-year real rate at 2.6% 

remains one of the highest across EM. 

Tame FX Pass-Through This Time Compared with the 2011 Euro Crisis Phase 

    Past                                                              Present 

    

For MXN we show spot indices with starting dates 1H-July 2011 for “Past” and 1H-June-2014 
for “Present.” For core goods inflation, data are annual rate considering a three-month-delay 
from each MXN starting point to capture the delayed response in prices. Sources: Inegi, 
Bloomberg, and Santander. 
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So far, a cheap MXN has generated only a minor impact on inflation. The two charts 

on the previous page show MXN versus core goods inflation performance during the 

European banking crisis in 2011 and the current phase. The decline in MXN over a 

twenty-eight biweekly period was similar in both periods, but the magnitude of FX 

pass-through was much more acute in 2011. Core goods inflation, representing one-

third of the CPI index and closely tracking tradeable prices, jumped nearly 100 bps 

(annual rate) compared with less than 30 bps this time around. Moreover, our CPI 

forecasts expect only another 20-bp hike over the full comparison period. Against the 

backdrop of no FX pass-through and steady inflows in the fixed income market, we 

reaffirm our policy call that Banxico will begin normalizing rates after the Fed makes 

the first move. Another comforting driver for Banxico is a steady set of inflation 

expectations: priced in by the market, gauged by analysts and those involved in the 

labor market. 

Main Drivers of Inflation in Recent Years 

 

Sources: Inegi and Santander. 

Well-behaved demand-pull and cost-push inflation going forward 

The global macro developments over the past four years, including below-potential 

growth and outright disinflation, are influencing inflation and overall activity in 

Mexico. As Mexico is one of the most open economies in the region, we believe these 

forces are likely remain binding. Another set of key local factors influencing inflation 

include the incipient benefits from the structural reform process instituted at the start 

of the Peña administration, of which the most significant includes the decline in 

energy prices in addition to improved competition in the telecom sector. Indeed, these 

price developments in addition to tame prices for services in general are helping to 

offset the modest FX pass-through seen so far. But even after the recent declines in 

energy and telecom prices, they remain above levels seen in the other two NAFTA 

members (Canada and the U.S.), and we expect further declines that are likely to 

come after 2017 with the full liberalization of these key sectors. Meanwhile, food 

prices likely peaked already, in our view, and should follow a slow downtrend aided 

by the phasing out of supply-side shocks and the downtrend in global agricultural prices. 

From the supply side, price developments also remain consistent with our CPI 

forecast for 3.0% this year and 3.4% in 2016, the latter mainly reflecting higher public 

prices amid a challenging fiscal outlook. Speaking of prices at the producer level, the 

most significant development has been a sharp decline in wholesale energy prices. In 

annual terms, these prices plunged by 4.5% on average in 1Q15 after increasing by 

6.3% during 2014. Producer prices in general have resumed their downtrend and are 

running below prices at the consumer level, a development hinting at well-contained 

pricing power from firms and despite the incipient pickup in consumer spending. 

Regarding labor inflation, total workers making deals for one-year ahead have settled 

for wage increases at 4.2% on average over the past six months, and wages remain 

below their peak even in manufacturing, where productivity gains are larger. 

Overall, we believe Mexico will continue to enjoy a steady inflation rate rightly 

centered on the Central Bank’s long-term 3% target, an outcome that might be envied 

by many central banks in EM and DM. 

 
Headline Inflation: Consumer versus 
Producer Prices (% Y/Y, Three-Month 
Moving Average) 

 

Three-month average.  Sources: Bloomberg 
and Santander. 

Gasoline Prices (USD per Gallon)  

 
Sources: Inegi, AMIA, ANTAD, and Santander. 

 

Wage Settlements (Annual Increase) 

 
Six-month average. Sources: Ministry of Labor 
and Santander. 

 

 
 



MEXICO  
 % GDP 2010 2011 2012E 2013F 2014E 2015F 2016F 

National Accounts               

Real GDP (% YoY)   5.1 4.0 4.0 1.4 2.1 3.5 4.2 

Private Consumption (% YoY) 70.2 5.7 4.8 4.9 2.2 2.0 3.5 3.8 

Investment (% YoY) 23.9 1.3 7.8 4.8 -1.6 2.3 3.8 7.5 

   Private (% YoY)   1.9 12.1 9.0 -1.5 4.8 6.3 8.2 

   Public (% YoY)   -0.5 -4.1 -9.0 -1.7 -7.4 -7.0 5.4 

Government Spending (% YoY) 7.0 1.7 2.4 3.5 1.4 2.5 2.5 2.2 

Exports (% YoY Local Currency)  30.6 20.5 8.2 5.8 2.2 7.3 6.7 7.5 

Imports (% YoY Local Currency) -31.7 20.5 8.0 5.5 2.5 5.7 6.8 7.6 

GDP (US$ Bn)   1051.9 1171.5 1187.5 1261.5 1283.5 1220.5 1395.8 

GDP Per Capita (US$)   9363.7 10299.8 10318.0 10837.3 10904.8 10258.9 11610.7 

Manufacturing Production (INEGI) (% YoY)   8.5 4.6 4.0 1.1 3.7 5.3 6.0 

Output Gap (% of potential GDP)   -3.4 -1.7 -0.2 -0.6 -0.6 0.8 1.2 

Monetary and Exchange Rate Indicators               

CPI Inflation (Dec Cumulative) (%)   4.4 3.8 3.6 4.0 4.1 3.0 3.4 

Core Inflation (Dec Cumulative) (%)   3.6 3.4 2.9 2.8 3.2 2.8 3.2 

US$ Exchange Rate (Avg)   12.6 12.4 13.2 12.8 13.3 14.9 14.6 

US$ Real Effective Exchange Rate a/   82.0 76.5 79.3 74.9 76.1 84.0 81.5 

Central Bank Reference Rate (Avg %)   4.5 4.5 4.5 3.9 3.2 3.1 4.1 

Monetary Base (% YoY)   5.1 4.0 7.0 4.3 10.4 10.5 9.5 

Bank Lending to the Private Sector (% of GDP)   12.9 13.6 14.1 14.9 14.7 14.9 15.1 

Fiscal Policy Indicators, %               

Fiscal balance, (% of GDP)   -2.8 -2.5 -2.6 -2.3 -3.2 -2.8 -2.8 

Primary Balance (% of GDP)   -0.9 -0.5 -0.6 -0.3 -1.2 -0.8 -0.8 

Primary Expenditures (% of GDP)   23.2 23.1 23.1 24.0 24.6 24.0 24.0 

Mexican Oil Mix - Budget Price (US$/pb)   59.0 65.4 84.9 86.0 86.0 79.0 55.0 

Balance of Payments           

Trade Balance (US$ Bn)   -3.0 -1.4 0.0 -1.2 -2.4 -5.1 -6.9 

   Merchandise Exports (US$ Bn)   298.5 349.4 370.8 380.0 397.5 418.1 454.1 

   Merchandise Imports (US$ Bn)   301.5 350.8 370.8 381.2 400.0 423.2 461.0 

Current Transfers (US$ Bn)   21.3 22.8 22.4 21.9 23.6 25.4 27.3 

Current Account (US$ Bn)   -4.9 -13.3 -15.9 -29.7 -26.5 -29.3 -31.5 

Foreign Direct Investment  (US$ Bn)   26.0 23.6 19.0 44.2 22.6 24.1 25.9 

Debt Profile           

Central Bank International Reserves (US$ Bn)   113.6 142.5 163.5 176.5 193.2 200.0 210.0 

Total Public Debt (gross, % of GDP)   32.3 33.1 33.9 36.9 41.0 42.5 43.5 

   Foreign Currency Denominated (% of GDP)   10.5 9.9 10.6 10.7 11.5 11.8 11.4 

Total External Debt (US$ bn)   190.1 201.3 213.4 225.1 241.5 250.0 258.0 

Labor Markets               

Nominal Wage Adjustments (% y/y)   4.6 4.5 4.6 4.3 4.2 4.4 4.5 

Unemployment (%)   5.3 5.2 4.9 4.9 4.8 4.2 4.1 

Employment (% y/y)   5.2 4.1 4.6 2.9 4.3 4.2 4.0 

Sources: Ministry of Finance, Banco de México, and Santander. 
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PERU 
HOVERING INSIDE THE INFLATION TARGET BAND 

 The pass-through coefficient is at a low level, mainly due to weaker 
GDP growth and well-behaved past inflation. 

 The weak economic rebound, continuous BCRP intervention in the 
FX market, and falling commodities prices should help keep inflation 
hovering inside the inflation target band, in our view. 

 We believe that there is room for a more expansionary monetary 
policy in coming months. 

  

Tatiana Pinheiro*  

(5511) 3012 5179 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GDP Real Growth (12 Months) 

 
Source: INEI. 

 

 

BCRP Intervention 

 
Source: BCRP. 

 

 

 

CPI (Lima) Dynamic 

 
Source: INEI. 

 

 

Most important drivers: economic slowdown and Central Bank intervention 

After domestic supply shocks pressuring food prices and electricity, and rises in the 

cost of education, inflation kept the CPI above the ceiling of the target range in 1H14. 

Since 3Q14, inflation has registered a downward trend, mainly driven by the 

slowdown in economic activity, led by the decline in exports and investment, which 

dropped 0.3% y/y and 3.9% y/y, respectively, in 2014. In addition, the Central Bank 

intervened in the FX market in order to limit the depreciation of the exchange rate and 

reduce the volatility in the FX market. Last year, the Central Bank intervention in the 

FX spot market was US$5.1 billion and year to date the intervention is US$4.6 billion.  

Therefore, CPI has decelerated toward the inflation target band (2% with +/- 1% of 

fluctuation range), reaching 3.0% y/y in March from the peak of 3.45% y/y registered 

in June 2014, even with an acceleration in foodstuff inflation (from 3.6% y/y in same 

period to 5% y/y) and the PEN depreciation of 11% in the June 2014-March 2015 

period. The co-movement between foodstuff inflation and PEN depreciation is strong, 

while there has been no strong co-movement between total CPI and PEN since 

December 2013. We believe three factors helped the current disinflation process: (1) 

the economic slowdown throughout 2014; (2) mining commodity prices’ downward 

trend; and (3) energy commodity prices also edging lower. For instance, the 

wholesale price inflation is hovering around 1.5% y/y. Additionally, we see some 

factors helping to keep the pass-through coefficient at a relatively low level.   

We considered the following as economic variables that influence the relationship 

between the consumer price index and currency weakening: (1) the price level: a high 

inflation backdrop tends to produce higher exchange rate pass-through; (2) output 

gap: the business cycle also matters in the pass-through to inflation, as above-trend 

growth tends to increase the pass-through coefficient; (3) real effective exchange rate: 

REER overvaluation or undervaluation can limit or amplify the pass-through effect; 

and (4) trade openness: the correlation between inflation and openness is negative. 

However, the more open the economy, the higher the degree of pass-through. In other 

words, the more open the economy, the greater the sensitivity of domestic inflation to 

inflation abroad. 

Pass-through is not a concern in the inflation scenario 

According to a report of the Central Reserve Bank of Peru (Exchange Rate Pass-

Through and Inflation Target in Peru, July 2011), the pass-through to consumer prices 

was around 10% at that time. Noticeably, the current economic slowdown is 

producing a negative output, which reduces the pass-through coefficient. The 

depreciation trend of the REER observed since January 2013 also helps to mitigate 

the pass-through coefficient, despite the REER still being undervalued when 

compared with its historical average. 

Additionally, inflation in Peru has been well behaved at a low level since the 

international credit crunch of 2008—hovering very close to the inflation target during 

most part of this period—which also helps to limit the pass-through of PEN weakness 

to inflation. Indeed, the only factor that is working to pressure the PEN pass-through 

to inflation is the level of trade openness, because the economy is relatively more 

open than, for instance, the Brazilian or Colombian economies. 
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Likely, the current pass-through coefficient is below 10% and is likely to continue 

being very low throughout this year, in our view, especially due to the current 

disappointment in terms of GDP growth. Electricity production growth has declined, 

as has cement consumption and the progress of public works. Business perception of 

current production is deteriorating. GDP figures in 1Q15 are likely to show a sluggish 

economic recovery, in our opinion.  

Government officials and policymakers are expecting a much better economic 

performance in upcoming quarters, especially as they are foreseeing a rebound in the 

primary sector output. In May–June, the end of the period of warmer ocean waters is 

likely to result in the normalization of the fishing industry, in our view. A pickup in 

mining production is also widely expected by analysts, including us. However, we 

consider that the growth in government outlays and the private investment recovery 

might disappoint, offsetting, at least partially, the rebound expected for the primary 

sector output. Because of this, the CPI would continue hovering around the target, 

mainly because a low level of pass-through, the Central Bank’s continuous 

intervention in the FX market, and weaker GDP growth. In our view, our expected 

inflation scenario provides some room for a more expansionary monetary policy in 

coming months, which would help to promote some economic recovery via credit 

growth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 CPI Foodstuff versus USD/PEN 

 
Source: INEI. 

 

 

 

Real Effective Exchange Rate (REER) 

 
Sources: BCRP and INEI. 

 
 

CPI (Lima) versus USD/PEN 

 
Source: INEI. 
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PERU  
 % GDP 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014E 2015F 2016F 

National Accounts          

Real GDP (% chg y/y)   8.5 6.5 6.0 5.8 2.4 4.0 5.0 

Private Consumption (% chg y/y) 61.4 8.7 6.0 6.1 5.3 4.1 4.1 5.0 

Public consumption (% chg y/y) 11.2 5.6 4.8 8.1 6.7 6.4 1.6 1.6 

Investment (% chg y/y) 28.2 36.8 10.1 11.7 11.5 (7.5) 2.6 3.7 

Exports (% chg y/y real)  23.9 3.1 10.9 3.9 (3.1) (4.5) 3.5 3.5 

Imports (% chg y/y real) 24.6 26.5 13.0 10.4 2.1 (5.6) 1.2 0.7 

GDP (US$ bn)  148.6 170.7 192.9 202.2 203.5 197.7 209.6 

GDP Per Capita (US$)  5,030 5,689 6,329 6,533 6,476 6,196 6,467 

Population (Mn)   29.6 30.0 30.5 30.9 31.4 31.9 32.4 

Monetary and Exchange Rate Indicators          

CPI Inflation (Dec Cumulative)   2.1 4.7 2.6 2.9 3.2 2.7 2.0 

WPI Inflation (Dec Cumulative)   4.6 6.3 (0.6) 1.6 1.5 7.1 2.1 

US$ Exchange Rate (Year-End)   2.81 2.70 2.57 2.75 2.95 3.15 3.20 

US$ Exchange Rate (Avg)   2.82 2.75 2.64 2.70 2.84 3.12 3.15 

Average Lending Rates in US$ Terms (Year-End)   8.5 7.8 8.2 8.0 7.5 7.8 8.3 

Average Lending Rates in US$ Terms (Avg)   8.4 8.0 8.0 8.4 7.6 7.8 8.3 

Base Money M0-end of period (US$ Bn)   8.6 10.1 12.6 12.6 13.2 12.7 13.1 

Base Money M0-end of period (D% YoY)   25.4 13.0 18.3 9.0 11.5 0.8 6.0 

Fiscal Policy Indicators          

Fiscal Balance (% of GDP)   (0.2) 2.0 2.3 0.9 0.2 (2.0) (1.0) 

Primary Balance (% of GDP)   1.0 3.2 3.3 2.0 1.2 (1.4) (0.5) 

Public Sector's Financing Needs (US$ Bn)   0.3 (3.5) (4.4) (1.7) (0.4) 3.9 2.1 

Total Government and Central Bank Debt (US$ Bn)   36.4 38.3 40.2 38.4 39.0 37.5 38.3 

Local Currency (US$ Bn)   16.7 18.6 20.9 21.2 22.1 21.3 21.7 

Foreign Currency (US$ Bn)   19.7 19.7 19.3 17.3 16.9 16.3 16.6 

Balance of Payments          

Trade Balance (US$ Bn)   7.0 9.2 5.2 (0.0) (2.8) (2.0) 2.0 

Merchandise Exports (US$ Bn)   35.8 46.4 46.4 42.9 39.5 40.0 46.0 

Merchandise Imports (US$ Bn)   28.8 37.2 41.1 42.2 40.8 42.0 44.0 

Current Account (US$ Bn)   (3.5) (3.2) (6.3) (9.1) (10.2) (9.4) (5.5) 

Current Account (% of GDP)   (2.4) (1.9) (3.3) (4.5) (5.0) (4.7) (2.6) 

Foreign Direct Investment (US$ Bn)   8.5 7.7 11.9 9.3 6.5 9.0 10.0 

Debt Profile          

International Reserves (US$ Bn)   44.2 48.9 64.0 65.7 62.4 62.0 62.7 

Total Internal Government and Central Bank Debt (US$ Bn)   16.7 18.6 20.9 21.2 22.1 21.3 21.7 

Short Term (less than 12 months) (US$ Bn)   1.9 2.9 3.4 3.4 3.5 3.4 3.4 

Long Term (over 12 months) (US$ Bn)   14.8 15.7 17.5 17.8 18.6 17.9 18.3 

Total Internal Government and Central Bank Debt (% of GDP)   11.2 10.7 10.6 10.8 11.3 10.9 10.5 

Total External Debt (US$ Bn)   43.7 48.1 59.4 60.8 63.3 62.1 65.4 

Short Term (less than 12 months) (US$ Bn)   6.3 6.4 8.9 6.4 6.7 6.6 6.9 

Long Term (over 12 months) (US$ Bn)   37.4 41.7 50.4 54.4 56.6 55.5 58.4 

Total External Debt (% of GDP)   29.4 28.2 30.8 30.1 31.2 31.5 31.3 

Total External Debt (% of Exports Goods and Services)   110.6 95.0 115.8 125.0 139.2 135.2 125.6 

Debt Service Ratio   13.7 3.8 3.7 6.1 3.0 2.6 2.3 

Labor Markets          

Real Wages (Real D%)   0.0 6.7 5.0 3.3 4.0 3.3 2.5 

Unemployment (%)   8.0 7.7 7.0 5.9 5.9 6.5 6.3 

Sources: Central Reserve Bank of Peru (BCRP), National Institute of Statistics (INEI), Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEF), and 
Santander. 

 

 

 

 

 



URUGUAY 
INFLATION REMAINS HIGH DRIVEN BY WAGES, FISCAL SPENDING, AND FX 

 CPI slowdown to 7.6% y/y as of this past March was in response to 
volatile components and regulated prices and is thus likely to be 
short lived, in our view.  

 Core inflation remains high at 9.6% y/y based on a weaker peso, 
loose fiscal spending, and a still tight and rigid labor market.  

 We have raised our year-end inflation expectation to 8.6% y/y based 
on higher-than-expected UYU weakening to UYU/USD 27.6. 

  

Marcela Bensión* 

(598) 1747-5232 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inflation Remains Above Target and Is 
Likely to Rise Further 

 
Consumer price inflation. % y/y change. 
Source: INE. 

 

Core Inflation Edges Slightly Below 
10% 

 
% y/y change. Sources: INE and Santander. 

 

Key Inflation Drivers Remain Well 
Above 10% Year over Year 

 
% y/y change. Sources: MEF, INE, and BCU. 

 

Softening inflation readings: all that glitters is not gold 

General consumer price inflation readings declined to 7.6% y/y as of this past March, 

from 9.7% y/y a year ago, nearing the 7% indicative ceiling targeted by the Central 

Bank. However, such a decline is mostly a response to the decline of volatile food and 

administered prices, hardly associated with softening demand side factors, in our 

view. First, adverse weather conditions in early 2014 boosted fresh food prices to 

18.6% y/y, but, as drought conditions improved in 2015, fresh fruit and vegetable 

prices increased a lower 2.8% y/y as of this past March. Second, as inflation edged 

near 10% y/y a year ago, authorities tapped government-controlled fares as a means 

to mitigate increases in regulated prices from 6.5% y/y then to 2% y/y as of this past 

March. As a result, volatile prices decelerated from 8.5% y/y a year ago to 1.7% y/y, 

strongly restricting inflation readings. Core prices, however, remained resilient at 

9.6% y/y as of the last month (only slightly below 10.2% y/y a year ago as per our 

estimates), signaling persistent demand-side pressures driven by still-tight labor 

markets and loose fiscal spending. Unemployment stood at a still-low level of 6.7% 

as of this past February (three-month moving average), and nominal wages increased 

by 11.3% y/y, roughly a high 3.0-3.5% p.a. in real terms. Similarly, primary spending 

of the nonfinancial public sector rose 14.8% in the moving year as of this past 

January, imposing additional pressures on local prices. On the supply side, wage 

increases also are contributing to inflation pressures as they exceed labor 

productivity, estimated at 1% in 2014, further aggravated by pass-through effects 

resulting from strong FX depreciation, particularly within the past two months.  

2015 prospects: higher inflation at 8.6% and a weaker peso at UYU/USD 27.6 

As the effects from a weather-driven drought in 2014 fade and the new administration 

implements a tighter fiscal stance on the revenue side, we expect food and regulated 

prices to increase in upcoming months, taking inflation readings above 8% y/y as of 

year-end. Authorities began to tighten regulated prices at the start of the year by 

reducing fuel prices by a meager 3%, far below the estimated 20% y/y decline of 

international crude oil prices measured in local currency. Similarly, electricity tariffs 

increased 6.9% as of past January, above the initial 3-4% official estimate. As a 

result, we expect regulated prices—roughly 22% of the total consumer basket—to 

accelerate to 4% y/y in 2015, adding nearly half a point to current inflation readings. 

We do not expect wages to soften in upcoming months based on the significant 

rigidity of the Uruguayan labor market where nominal wages are linked to past 

inflation readings and firms must comply with real wage adjustments already agreed 

with unions in each activity sector. Our expectation is that wages will increase by a 

relatively high 10.8% y/y in 2015 (2.5% in real terms). As a result, we believe the 

ongoing activity slowdown is likely to weigh negatively on employment figures 

rather than moderating wages and inflation readings in upcoming months. Finally, a 

weaker peso is likely to pass through to domestic prices, worsening inflation 

prospects further, in our view. The UYU weakened above expectations during the 

past two months, driven by capital outflows and strong currency depreciation in 

regional peers such as Brazil. On April 22, the UYU reached an 11-year low (UYU 

26.8/USD) that implied a 10.2% year-to-date increase and a 17.3% rise y/y. 
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A day later, authorities decided to remove the 30% tax affecting nonresident holdings 

of Central Bank instruments in local currency, inducing a sharp peso strengthening to 

UYU/USD 26.1 (2.6%). Still, based on deteriorating prospects for the BRL, we 

lowered our year-end peso forecast to UYU/USD 27.6 (previous UYU/USD 27.0), 

now implying a 14.7% y/y weakening of the peso in 2015 (previous 12.2%). As a 

result, we raised our year-end inflation forecast from 8.3% to the current 8.6% based 

on our estimated 10% pass-through effect from FX to local prices. While this should 

enable a gradual weakening of the peso in real terms, we still expect the real 

exchange rate (RER) to remain 15-20% stronger from an historical perspective.  

Monetary policy likely to remain tight 

Since mid-2013, authorities use a monetary aggregates benchmark—in substitution 

for the previous policy rate tool—and keep a relatively tight monetary policy bias. 

During 1Q15, such a bias persisted with M1 (including physical money, demand, and 

saving accounts) expanding 8.4% y/y, in-line with the 7-9% y/y Central Bank target 

and below the 11.4% y/y pace seen during 1H14. Similarly, local rates remain high. 

Three-month yields on Central Bank instruments currently stand at 13.7% p.a., near 

historical highs and above the 10.5% parity resulting from applying depreciation 

expectations and sovereign risk premiums to risk-free rates. Rates also appear slightly 

high using a Taylor rule approach that points to the 12% vicinity as activity weakens 

amid high inflation readings. However, policy makers have not always followed a 

Taylor rule, as clearly evidenced during 2005-2014 when rates stood mostly below 

levels indicated by such a rule, with the sole exception of 2014.  

We expect authorities to keep monetary policy tight in upcoming quarters so as to 

keep inflation below the 9% threshold, provided employment and activity levels do 

not worsen sharply. Still, we continue to expect a slight decline in market rates as 

activity slows further. Implicit real rates currently hover near 5.1%, exceeding by far 

GDP growth that we now estimate at 2.5% for 2015. In any case, we believe 

monetary policy transmission to prices is unlikely to occur through the rates/credit 

channel but rather through FX. This abnormal transmission mechanism is due to low 

bank intermediation (credit/GDP remains at 30%), which limits the impact of policy 

via credit generation, and a high share of foreign-currency denominated loans linked 

to LIBOR (about 50% of total) as opposed to UYU rates, which leaves the system 

semi-dollarized. As a result, we believe a tight monetary stance is likely to keep the 

peso relatively strong and put a cap on inflation as firms and households undo foreign 

currency positions to meet local currency needs. For this reason, the peso could 

confront short-term appreciation pressures from time to time, in our view, offsetting 

weakening pressures coming from abroad and likely to prevail in the long run. As a 

result, export competitiveness could be undermined, in our opinion, which could 

weigh negatively on economic activity.  

President Vázquez and Finance Minister Astori have publicly expressed their 

intention of gradually containing inflation levels and the fiscal deficit (which stood at 

3.3% of GDP as of this past February). Putting a lid on fiscal spending is likely to 

provide room to improve FX competitiveness while keeping inflation within the 8% 

vicinity. We believe the five-year fiscal budget to be presented by the government to 

Congress in August is likely to shed more light into the fiscal bias to be followed by 

the current administration throughout 2019. In any case, reducing inflation below 7% 

levels will likely imply two main challenges, in our view: (1) implementing some sort 

of mechanism to reduce the linkage between wages and past inflation; and  

(2) enhancing undermined Central Bank credibility. However, these two issues are 

politically very hard to tackle, in our view, both within the ruling party and also when 

confronting workers’ unions. 

 
 

Monetary Policy Remains Tight  

 
% y/y. Quarterly averages. Sources: BCU and 
Santander.  

 

 

 

Local Currency Rates Remain High  

 
Three-month yields of Central Bank 
instruments. Real rates based on past inflation 
readings. Sources: Bevsa and Santander. 

 

 

 

With the Exception of 2014, Rates Have 
Remained Below Taylor Rule Estimates  

 

Taylor rule estimates against three-month yields 
of Central Bank instruments. Sources: BEVSA 
and Santander. 
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URUGUAY 
 % GDP 2010 2011 2012E 2013F 2014E 2015F 2016F 

National Accounts & Activity Indicators         

Real GDP (D% y/y)   7.8 5.2 3.3 5.1 3.5 2.5 2.2 

Private Consumption (D% y/y) 87.9 9.4 7.2 5.0 5.2 4.2 2.8 2.0 

Public consumption (D% y/y) 12.1 3.1 3.7 5.9 5.0 2.5 1.8 1.7 

Investment (D% y/y) 21.2 15.2 9.9 13.9 8.6 -1.2 -3.6 1.4 

Exports (D% y/y real)  20.9 7.2 5.8 3.1 0.2 1.9 3.0 2.5 

Imports (D% y/y real) 27.5 13.7 12.5 13.5 3.5 0.5 -0.5 1.5 

GDP (US$ bn)   40.3 48.0 51.4 57.6 57.6 55.6 54.8 

GDP Per Capita (US$)   12,007 14,246 15,206 16,971 16,911 16,279 15,974 

Output gap (% of potential GDP)   3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 

Monetary and Exchange Rate Indicators                 

CPI Inflation (Dec Cumulative) (%)   6.9 8.6 7.5 8.5 8.3 8.6 8.2 

Core inflation (Dec Cumulative) (%)   8.3 8.9 8.2 9.2 10.3 8.8 8.5 

US$ Exchange Rate (Avg)   20.0 19.3 20.3 20.5 23.2 26.4 29.4 

Real effective exchange rate (% y/y chg, by year-end)   -0.1 -6.1 -10.9 2.2 -1.3 1.9 -0.3 

Central bank reference Rate (Avg)   6.3 7.7 8.9         

Monetary Base (D% y/y)   12.5 22.4 18.0 14.3 10.8     

Bank lending to the private sector (% of GDP)   22.2 22.4 23.6 24.4 25.9 27.7 28.8 

Fiscal Policy Indicators                 

Fiscal Balance. % of GDP   -1.1 -0.9 -2.7 -2.4 -3.3 -3.0 -3.0 

Primary Balance. % of GDP   2.0 1.9 -0.1 0.4 -0.5 0.1 0.3 

Primary expenditures (% of GDP)   27.5 26.4 27.9 29.2 30.6 30.5 30.7 

Balance of Payments                 

Trade Balance (US$ bn)   -0.5 -1.4 -2.4 -1.4 -0.9 -0.3 -0.1 

   Merchandise Exports (US$ bn)   8.0 9.3 9.9 10.3 10.4 9.7 10.0 

   Merchandise Imports (US$ bn)   8.6 10.7 12.3 11.6 11.3 10.0 10.1 

Current Account (US$ bn)   -0.7 -1.4 -2.7 -2.9 -2.6 -2.0 -1.9 

Foreign Direct Investment (US$ bn)   2.3 2.5 2.5 3.0 2.7 1.9 1.0 

Debt Profile                 

Central Bank International Reserves (US$ bn)   7.7 10.3 13.6 16.3 17.6 18.3 18.2 

Total Public Debt (gross, % of GDP)   59.3 56.3 60.6 57.5 58.4 60.7 62.6 

  Of which: Foreign-currency denominated (% of total)   55.3 47.9 42.5 40.1 43.7 45.9 46.7 

Total External Debt (US$ bn)   18.4 18.3 21.1 22.9 24.3 24.0 24.2 

   Of which: Private sector external debt (% of total)   44.3 51.6 20.1 14.6 14.7 14.7 14.7 

Labor Markets                 

Nominal wage adjustments (% chg y/y)   10.6 12.9 13.0 12.1 12.0 10.1 10.0 

Unemployment Rate Avg. (% of EAP)   7.0 6.3 6.3 6.5 6.6 7.1 7.7 

Employment (% chg y/y)   1.4 2.6 0.5 -0.2 2.3 -0.5 -0.5 

Sources: Banco Central de Uruguay,  Finance and Economy Ministry, National Statistics Agency (INE), and Santander. 
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